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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Reading for fun!

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56253210

• Read this article about a meteor in England.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56253210


Wednesday 3rd March 2021

Spellings

Handwriting (B2-U28)

6 bicycle
7 centre
8 century
9 certain
10 circle

1 regular
2 weight
3 material
4 experiment
5 length



Guided reading text- Pages 112 and 113 of The Indian in the Cupboard by Lynne Reid Banks

Whilst reading these two 
pages from our class story 
book each day, can you try to 
identify examples of Tier 1, 2 
and 3 vocabulary throughout 
the week? These will be useful 
on Friday when we 
traditionally look at the 
vocabulary we have learnt this 
week. Remember Tier 1 is 
basic vocabulary eg, big; Tier 
2 focuses on improved 
vocabulary that might not be 
used in every day language 
eg,gargantuan; and Tier 3 is 
subject specific vocabulary eg, 
transparent is linked to the 
subject of Science.



Guided Reading – AF2

• Listen to chapter 9

• https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=UdXO-73Lnlw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UdXO-73Lnlw


Guided Reading – AF2



Fluent in 5

7x11= 
9x11=
2x11=
11x11=
4x11=
6x11= 
1x11=
8x11=
3x11=
12x11=
10x11=
5x11=



Maths

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Fluency 1

Maths



Fluency 2

Maths



Reasoning 1



Problem Solving



Maths

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Punctuation Ladder
Can you write short sentences using these words?

Patrick

shouted

shocked

The cowboy

shot



English
-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



English

What do you think narrative poetry is?



English



English Let’s look at some examples in Carol Ann Duffy’s poetry.
Can you spot the features of narrative poetry? 



English

You will be writing a poem based on The Lost Happy 
Endings. This is going to be a narrative poem.

I want you to plan out each verse for the narrative 
poem ready to write it next lesson.

Try to write a verse for each element of the 
narrative (characters, setting, introduction, build up, 
problem, resolution, ending)



English

You can bullet point your plan like this:

Verse 1
• Jub and happy endings

I would have 3 bullet points for each verse.



English
-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Mile Track 

Home Learning Task ~ 10 minutes physical activity 



Outdoor Learning



Topic

-How do you think this lesson will 
help you improve or build your 
knowledge?

-Was there anything you want to 
go back over again?

-How do you think learning in this 
subject/topic/area today will be of 
use to you in the future?



Topic



Topic Year 4 did not complete this last week so we will be 
continuing with this, this afternoon.

Design Criteria



Topic

Once you have written your design criteria, you will be drawing 2 
designs.
These will be your initial designs.

Once you have drawn them, pick out the main parts of each design 
that you like.

You are then going to draw your final design – the tepee that you will 
make. 



Topic



Topic
Make sure you add lots of 
detail to your drawing and 
add detailed labels. 

You may include what 
material each part is going 
to be made out of. 



Topic

-How do you think this lesson will 
help you improve or build your 
knowledge?

-Was there anything you want to 
go back over again?

-How do you think learning in this 
subject/topic/area today will be of 
use to you in the future?


